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D A S H B O A R D

Deactivating objects can now be done in Organisation

All basic con�guration for objects is

in one �xed place now. These

buttons are accessible for the user

types: application manager and

back o�ce employee.

Title �eld object immediately active

Small details can make a big

di�erence. This is why the ‘client

and object creation �ow’ has been

given a �nishing touch. The title

�eld for creating an object is

immediately activated and you can

start typing right after you hit

save! So you know actually where

to start! 

Read more about user types

https://support.leviy.com/en/support/solutions/articles/33000253486-what-are-groups-roles-and-user-types-


A P P

Ad-hoc audits buttons merged into one + button

We can hear you think:   “Was it a

Form or a Checklist?”. As of now,

this is all clear. Less distraction

from items such as open issues

and planned audits by prominent

buttons. So you can easily focus

and continue your work.

Expand/collapse assigned units

When using the new units screen

you can group the units by

assigned Cleaner. This way, as a

Supervisor, you have a clear

overview of the progress per

employee.

You can expand all employees' lists

at once and collapse them again.

So you keep a clear overview!

      New frequencies for periodic tasks 

At the request of a number of

committed customers, two extra

frequencies can be chosen when

scheduling periodic tasks, which

are  �ve times a year or  onces

every two years.

Full object title visible

Additional information such as the

address can be found behind the 

 icon. This icon is also displayed

in other places like worktickets and

I would like a demo!

mailto:support@leviy.com?subject=I%20would%20like%20a%20demo


services.  

See you next release! 
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